Abstract. In the context of energy saving and emission reduction, electric vehicles will have good prospects for development. Limited by battery technology and vehicle motor technology, electric vehicles need to be used in the next period of time and still need to use more than two gears to meet the vehicle power and economy. This paper proposes the new idea on the novel algorithm for signal data exception detection of the electric vehicle based on information representation. In the future, more related research will be down to verify the effectiveness of the methodology. The electric automobile took an emerging industry has the advantageous development condition in our country and the broad application prospect, but the present electric automobile continued drives the course short and initial cost high has hindered the electric automobile industrial production seriously, has become on its research and the development path bottleneck. The proposed method obtains the satisfactory and effective performance the experiment will be down in the future research.
Introduction
In the global environmental pollution and energy shortage under the dual pressures of pure electric vehicles as the representative of the development of new energy vehicles by the world wide attention, pure electric vehicles with the low noise, pollution-free, diversification of energy sources, energy efficiency advantages, is to solve the process of urbanization in the car an important way. The electric automobile took an emerging industry has the advantageous development condition in our country and the broad application prospect, but the present electric automobile continued drives the course short and initial cost high has hindered the electric automobile industrial production seriously, has become on its research and the development path bottleneck. Therefore the electric automobile energy highly effective use studies imperative, the dynamic system match design is helpful in enhances the vehicles overall energy use efficiency.
In order to enable the pure electric automobile to have with the equipment has the start performance which the fluid strength mechanical type automatic transmission automobile compares favorably with, according to the start appraisal target request, in the vehicles stress change carried on the analysis to the slope-way start process in the foundation to determine pure electric automobile started when maintained relations between the moment of basic force and the brake pedal. At the same time, in order to prevent under the non-accelerator start pattern the speed excessively quickly does not satisfy the pilot wish the situation appearance that proposed the start torque and the vehicle speed relations and to have the accelerator to start under the pattern electrical machinery output torque to carry on the determination that has given the entire start process control logic. The figure one shows the architecture.
Fig. 1. The Architecture of the Electric Vehicle

The Data Exception Analysis
In automotive fault diagnosis, wavelet analysis is a very popular technology, it has good time-frequency localization characteristics, processing time-varying signal has a unique advantage and especially in transient signal processing has been increasingly Wide attention and general application. The small wave packet transformation has the bandpass filter nature, when the decomposition layer enough is many may regard as the narrow band system that already confirmed the small wave packet transformation to be able to melt non-Gauss noise approximate Gauss, but this method also existed insufficient certainly: Uses the small wave packet transformation to decompose the signal after certain inner-tube component that must withdraw can manifest the useful signal characteristic the component to do further processes. But true available are very few in the signal characteristic extraction innertube component, and this enormously has wasted the time which computation all components use that uses in the core signal with difficulty the real-time processing.
In the wavelet domain, the energy of the signal is mainly concentrated in a limited number of coefficients, and the noise energy is distributed in the wavelet domain, the signal with wavelet entropy in different wavelet decomposition scales, to determine the threshold value of high-frequency coefficients adaptively, which can accurately detect the weak signal in the strong noise environment, strong magnetic anomaly signal noise removal. Most of the vibration signal measurement using the acceleration sensors, at present, there are strain gauges accelerometer, capacitive, resistive and the
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Vol.143 (ASP 2017) piezoelectric and so on. Piezoelectric accelerometer has been widely used in vibration measurement because of its small size and simple structure, reliable performance and wide operating frequency band. permanent torque area, and that must provide the high running rate in the permanent power area, can satisfy the vehicles high speed, the hill climbing and the acceleration and so on the entire vehicle performance requirement. In order to enable the electric automobile to display its superiority, and reduces the electric automobile to the power battery and the hauling electrical machinery request while the electric automobile transmission system should keep off. This requires the battery management system based on the current state of the car to predict the car's driving range, while in order to reduce the driver's pressure, but also to prevent the car halfway failure and improve driving safety. Thus, in the battery management system, accurately predict the state of charge of the battery management system is the most critical task. SOC as the internal characteristics of the battery cannot be measured directly, only through the voltage, current, temperature and other external parameters to estimate the characteristics. 
Fig. 2. The Data Exception Pattern One
Conclusion
In the context of energy saving and emission reduction, electric vehicles will have good prospects for development. Limited by battery technology and vehicle motor technology, electric vehicles need to be used in the next period of time and still need to use more than two gears to meet the vehicle power and economy. This paper proposes the new idea on the novel algorithm for signal data exception detection of the electric vehicle based on information representation. In the future, more related research will be down to verify the effectiveness of the methodology.
